This study investigated the correlation of the depth of natural caries lesions to Canary Numbers derived from Canary System, numerical readings from DIAGNOdent, and lesion scores from ICDAS II.

BACKGROUND

Caries remains a significant health problem for both children and adults. Accurate detection as well as quantification of the size of the developing lesions at a very early stage will provide the practitioner with the opportunity to initiate early preventive therapy. Ability to longitudinally quantify the mineral changes in a lesion will enable the effect of advice and treatments tailored to inhibit demineralization and promote caries remineralization to be monitored. However, there is not yet a device that can achieve these with enough sensitivity and specificity in all tooth surfaces. Therefore, there is still a strong need to develop a device which cannot only detect early caries but also quantitatively monitor its remineralization.

The Canary System (Fig. 1) is a laser-based system that directly assesses the status of the enamel or root crystal structure by using Photothermal Radiometry (PTR) and Luminescence (LUM). Pulses of laser light are shone on the tooth and the laser light is converted to heat (PTR) and light (LUM), which are emitted from the tooth surface when the laser is off (Figure 2). The Canary System (CS) measures four signals: (1) The strength of the converted heat (PTR amplitude); (2) The time delay of the converted heat to reach the surface (PTR phase); (3) The strength of the converted luminescent light (LUM amplitude); and (4) The time delay of the converted luminescent light (LUM phase). The Canary System then converts these effects (PTR-LUM amplitudes and phases) into a numerical scale ‘The Canary Number’ (Figure 3), an algorithm that expresses the severity of the caries lesion. By modulating the laser beam at low frequency (2Hz), the CS is able to collect information from a hemispherical area beneath the laser beam that is 1.5 mm in diameter by 5 mm in depth [Jeon et al., 2004].

The present study investigated the relationship between the Canary number and the depth of the caries lesion. The Canary System was compared on this basis with DIAGNOdent and the ICDAS II caries scoring system.

RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caries Detection Method</th>
<th>Pearson's Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Canary System</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOdent</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICDAS II</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correlation of caries lesion depth as determined by PLM with Canary Numbers, DIAGNOdent readings and ICDAS II scores

DISCUSSIONS and CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrated that The Canary System exhibit much higher correlation with caries lesion depth compared to DIAGNOdent and ICDAS II.

Canyon Numbers increased with increasing caries lesion depth (Table 2).

This strong correlation may be explained by the ability of The Canary System to measure the volume of demineralization (mineral loss of tooth structure) of a 3D area of 1.5 mm in diameter and 5 mm in depth beneath the tooth surface.

In contrast, DIAGNOdent was poorly correlated with caries lesion depth (Table 1 and 2).

DIAGNOdent is based on the phenomenon of laser-induced fluorescence of the enamel where porphyrins present in carious tissue fluoresce when stimulated by DIAGNOdent.

Therefore, we conclude that DIAGNOdent may not provide accurate estimation of caries lesion depth since it is detecting porphyrin fluorescence and not mineral content of enamel crystal structure.

With an overall Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of 0.84 in this study, the potential of The Canary System as an aid to dental professionals for the detection of caries and estimation of caries lesion depth has been demonstrated.